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Two articles related toacademicliteracy development where chosen as the 

topics for analysis, as academic literacy development is a nucleus research 

involvement of mine. This is due mostly, to the hapless state-of-affairs of 

instruction in South Africa. The purpose of this appraising survey was to 

foreground both strengths and failings of both articles in an effort to derive a

better apprehension of good research in the field of academic literacy 

development. Both articles were chosen due to their relevancy in my field of 

involvement. Article one was chosen as it was written by the laminitis of the 

'Reading to Learn: Learning to Read teaching method, while article two was 

chosen as it conducted similar research to mine within the same university 

context. A structured 'article literacy checklist ' was used as a starting point 

for the critical rating. However, due to terrible word restrictions, non all of 

the checkpoints were discussed in this assignment. It was found that both 

articles differed in footings of their strengths and failings. For illustration, 

article one was strong in footings of its clear account of the methodological 

analysis, consequences and findings whereas article two was strong in its 

literature reappraisal. In add-on, article two showed some weaknesss in its 

attack to the sampling process. 

Both article one and two make usage of a descriptive and process rubric. 

They both describe what the article will be approximately and place clearly 

that an account of the procedure involved will be included. However, article 

one goes one measure farther by set uping that the article is non merely a 

description, but besides an rating ; thereby, supplying excess information to 

inform the audience about its relevancy to their country of involvement. 

Contrastingly, article two, seems to go forth out this information. Possibly 
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this is due to the fact that the writers ' focal point of the article was more 

about the existent programme and non the appraising facet of its 

efficaciousness? Nevertheless, a reference of this could hold been included in

the rubric to better inform the reader of its relevancy to those looking for a 

description and rating of the procedure of scaffolded attacks to reading and 

composing seeing as an rating was conducted. 

Introduction 
Introductions, or opening statements to any research article serve to 

introduce the reader to the context and nature of the job to be investigated (

Darley, Zanna & A ; Roediger, 2003 ) . This is achieved perceptibly good in 

both articles as the writers provide a elaborate apprehension of the context 

of their research and the state of affairs that their participants find 

themselves located in ( crisis ) . Furthermore, the demand for such a survey 

is highlighted. However, merely article one provides penetration into the 

more complex descriptions of the existent research methodological analysis 

and consequences. Furthermore, unlike article two, non merely does article 

one clearly specify what is to be realized within the article, but it besides 

skillfully leads the reader from 'familiar ' nomenclature to the more 

'unfamiliar ' proficient linguisticcommunication. ( Darley et al, 2003 ) . Sing 

as most research is job driven, both articles ' debuts like an expert highlight 

a crisis in instruction ( deficiency of expressed instruction and composing ) 

and both point to a similar blank ( an absence/gap in pedagogic attacks in 

rectifying this crisis ) . 
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Abstraction 
Both articles have an abstract and are easy decoded. However, article one 

seems to supply a more in-depth abstract than article two, as article two 

leaves out any reference of an appraising facet within the paper. In add-on, 

article two does non supply any keywords, which is a critical constituent of 

being able to recover information electronically. 

Research Goals 
Both articles clearly province that the research article undertook to research 

a new/different attack to learning academic literacy development. In add-on, 

the end of both articles was to explicate a state of affairs found in a certain 

context ( hapless pupils ' literacy development ) and to prove the 

efficaciousness of the pedagogic attack adopted. However, this was overtly 

stated in article one and non in article two. 

Literature Review 
An of import principle for a literature reappraisal is the demand to explicate 

a proposal for your research you intend to set about and convert your reader

that your research is of import ( Hart, 1998 ) . Furthermore, harmonizing to 

Hart ( 1998 ) , the assessment of literature for your research provides a 

strong practical proof for your research and demonstrates an apprehension 

of your subject at manus. This is really clearly demonstrated in article two 

which combines a thorough probe into the theory of scaffolding scholars 

reading and composing and an application of that theory to the South African

context ( Vygotsky, larning as a societal procedure, Cummins BICS and CALP 

and so forth ) . The sourcing of other research in article two 's literature 
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reappraisal besides provides academic burdening to their research. 

Contrasting article two, is article one, which still provides a literature 

reappraisal in its 'context and intent of the research ' subdivision, but from a 

somewhat different point of position. Sing as Dr David Rose is one of the 

establishing authors/researchers in the 'Reading to Learn: Learning to Read 

methodological analysis, it is no surprise that there appears to be less 

mentioning of other old surveies in literacy development. Alternatively, his 

literature reappraisal seems to stem from his personal surveies of 25 old 

ages of experience in researching hapless literacy degrees of non-native 

talkers. 

Sampling and Research Design 
Sampling can be a instead combative issue as many research workers 

disagree in their procedure of choosing their sample units from the broader 

population and this may make every bit controversial arguments as to 

whether their findings can be generalized, or seen as accurate ( Trochim, 

2006 ) . This is apparent in article two which used a non-random sampling 

process and involved inadvertent /convenience sampling. Harmonizing to 

Bouma and Ling ( 2004 ) this involves a survey of a population that is 

instantly available. The writers of article two used the full cohort 

ofScienceAccess pupils at the University of KwaZulu-Natal ( UKZN ) . An 

advantage of utilizing this sampling process could associate to its simpleness

( needed small attempt ) , and an relief of issues related to statistical 

dependability ( Field, 2009 ) . After all, the greater the sample size, the 

smaller the standard mistake in your findings! However, Bouma and Ling 

( 2004 ) clearly province that inadvertent sampling may non supply a clear 
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representation of the larger population of which you are seeking to pull out 

valuable information from. For illustration, research in the field of literacy 

development in South Africa needs to impact upon, and assistance ALL 

disadvantaged scholars, from vastly differing contexts. Students from 

destitute backgrounds in the different states of South Africa have different 

barriers to larning ; hence, if the research workers in article two want to be 

able to take their findings and use them to all Universities in South Africa, 

possibly random sampling is required, as non-random sampling, harmonizing

to Bouma and Ling ( 2004 ) provides merely a weak footing for 

generalization. However, if the purpose of the writers was to look into a 

pedagogic attack to literacy development within the context of their local 

university as a footing for farther surveies within the broader South African 

context, so this sampling process would be able to supply equal informations

as it used the full cohort of Science Access pupils at UKZN. 

Article one made usage of an action research design that investigated and 

evaluated a alteration in teaching method. Rose ( 2008 ) mentioned that the 

research workers were the agents presenting the alterations in teaching 

method. This type of research was good atoned to the aims of the research 

itself as it allowed the research worker to prosecute in brooding and 

automatic patterns ( Pring, 2006 ) . Furthermore, seeing as the research 

workers were more concerned with bettering an already neglecting standard 

signifier of academic literacy teaching method, the action research design 

was good suited to the end of the research, which was to research an 

improved educational pattern ( Pring, 2006 ) . Just like article two, the full 

cohort of pupils were given the option to partake in the survey but merely 25
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opted to be portion of the research. Once once more, a non-random, 

inadvertent trying procedure was chosen but contrasting article one, article 

two clearly stated that the research findings were limited to one context and 

to be used at one University for the time-being. 

Consequences ( qualitative and quantitative ) , treatments 
and decisions 
It is assumed ( no explicit reference ) that article two made usage of both 

qualitative and quantitative informations as the trials required written work 

which so appears to hold been codified. However, no reference of this is 

given in the results/findings, nor any reference of how the codification was 

done Article two nowadayss their treatment of their findings in the signifier 

of an rating of the success of the scientific discipline communicating faculty. 

The writers are honorable and forthright in their statement sing the troubles 

they faced in mensurating the class 's success, due to the complexnesss of 

literacy development, which must be commended. However, their existent 

findings are obscure as a reference of an addition in public presentation by 

pupils in both the written and comprehension parts of the proving seem to 

belie a ulterior statement in the same sentence ( p458 ) . There could be a 

disagreement in the reading of pupils ( all pupils tested ) and most pupils 

( non all pupils tested ) . Furthermore, four key jobs were outstanding within 

the findings. 

First, pupils are categorised into three different groups ( weakest, in-between

and strongest ) . No reference or account is given as to how or why these 

groups were categorised. Second, table three provides a comparing of 

betterment. No indicant is given as to whether this is still the average tonss (
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continued from table two ) or in fact, the average tonss. This could be 

important should the distribution of the tonss non be usually distributed. If 

the information was in fact skewed, than the average tonss would supply a 

better step of cardinal inclination. Third, inquiries arise with respects to the 

cogency and dependability of the tools of measuring. Field ( 2009 ) states 

that cogency and dependability are belongingss of measuring that aid 

guarantee measurement mistake is kept to a lower limit. In this peculiar 

article, issues of standard cogency influence the authorization of the 

findings. This is because the trials implemented may non really prove 

reading AND composing accomplishments of scholars. Learners were being 

taught to read and compose big pieces of scientific authorship ( essays and 

studies ) but the trial implemented was proving an betterment of these 

accomplishments through the usage of MCQ 's ( Oklahoma for proving 

comprehension ) and short written undertakings. These composing 

undertakings required no more than 7-10 lines of written work which did non 

prove genre conventions acquired or the ability to compose longer texts. At 

the same clip, the entryway trials are pitched at a pre-university degree. 

Students, after one twelvemonth of explicit scaffolding where given a similar 

trial, still pitched at the pre-university degree, which inquiries whether a 

'learned-effect ' influenced betterment and non merely the intercession 

( Arrow, 1962 ) . This brings to light issues of test-retest dependability ( Field,

2009 ) . Last, no existent trial statistics are given in the findings to state us 

whether the per centum of betterments ( 14 % ; 11 % and 5 % ) are 

statistically important in themselves. Therefore, they are strictly descriptive 

in the presentation. 
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Article one is a batch clearer in footings of its research findings and 

consequences as it skillfully explains the measuring tool used to measure the

authorship undertakings. Unlike article two, there does non look to be 

negative issues related to standard cogency as trials set out to mensurate 

the efficaciousness of the pedagogic attack step longer pieces of composing 

to prove composing accomplishments. The trials are farther authenticated by

the usage of both qualitative and quantitative feedback. The consequences 

of both of these are really clearly laid out for the reader to position. 

Furthermore, the footing for the cryptography of the qualitative information 

was backed up by tested and tried methods used by the University of Sydney

and research in the field of Linguistics. This allowed the rates of literacy 

betterment to be objectively measured. Article one besides ranked their 

research population into three separate groups but a description of how and 

why this was done was expressed and allowed for greater apprehension than

article two. Article one provided a much clearer description/discussion of its 

findings and offered possiblemotivationfactors for countries that did non 

match to the overall tendency of patterned advance. This, together with 

neatly laid out tabular arraies and graphs of the information, let for higher 

degrees of assurance in the objectiveness of the action research. 

Furthermore, the findings of the action research were besides linked to 

suggestions of how to better literacy development amongst disadvantaged 

scholars across Australia. 

To reason, both article one and article two provide good illustrations of 

research in the field of literacy development. In add-on, they provide good 

theoretical accounts of how to, and how non to, describe on such findings. 
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Both may hold differing strengths and failings, but still supply a good 

illustration of how to carry on valid and nonsubjective research. The analysis 

of the two articles have provided a good foundation for my ain research and 

have besides provided an chance for me to change my current research to 

supply more valid and dependable consequences. 
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